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Test Results

PMHS vs SAE Buck @ 40km/h


Lateral movement of the head until HIT seems to be small.
Simulation Results
HBM vs Small Sedan @ 40km/h

Lateral movement of the head until HIT seems to be small
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Simulation Results
HBM vs SUV @ 40km/h
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Lateral movement of the head until HIT seems to be small
Test Results
Polar II vs Production Cars @ 40km/h
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Test Results
Hybrid II AM50 vs Production Cars @ 40km/h
Tested Vehicle
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Sedan B
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Lateral movement of the head until HIT seems to be small
Lateral movement of the head until HIT seems to be small in PMHS tests, HBM simulations and ATD tests.

It can be said that the impact location of the head is regarded as same as that of the leg.